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ABSTRACT
Aim: To evaluate the oral health status in Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) patients.
Materials and methods: A descriptive study was performed on
120 AD patients (60 institutionalized in a public institute and 60
attended a daytime center), from September 2013 to January
2014. About 103 subjects formed the control group. The following medical and dental data were collected: dementia severity,
pharmacological therapy, physical status (American Society of
Anesthesiologists [ASA]), decayed (D), filled (F), and remaining natural teeth (T), DF/T ratio, community periodontal index
(CPI), and gingival index (GI). A t-test for independent samples
and the Spearman’s correlation test were used to evaluate all
variables. The significance level was set at 0.05.
Results: Statistically more AD patients (91.7%) were under
pharmacological therapy and their physical status was more
severe (ASA 2, ASA 3) compared with control subjects
(p < 0.001). Moreover, they presented numbers of D, CPI,
and GI significantly higher (p ≤ 0.005). In the institutionalized
subgroup, statistically more moderate and severe AD cases
were detected and more patients were edentulous (p < 0.001).
Noninstitutionalized patients presented DF/T ratio, CPI, and GI
significantly lower (p ≤ 0.024). A significant weak negative correlation (r = –0.121 to –0.372) between epidemiologic indices
and AD severity was observed.
Conclusion: Alzheimer’s disease patients show a low oral
health status that decreases progressively as the disease
severity aggravates. Therefore, further studies are necessary
to investigate oral health care interventions for AD patients.
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Clinical significance: It would be beneficial to introduce trained
professional figures in specialized elderly institutions for regular
follow-up visits and professional oral hygiene procedures. This
task has to be coordinated with the treating physician, family
members, and/or caregivers. Knowing that the severity of AD
has a negative effect on the oral health status and the type of
institutionalization exacerbates it.
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INTRODUCTION
As the world population is becoming progressively older,
the interest of health care professionals toward the quality
of elderly life is increasing. One of the most studied
consequences of aging is dementia.
Dementia is caused by different disorders that affect
cerebral structures and functions, causing progressive
deterioration of memory, other mental functions, and
behavior.1 The prevalence of dementia for people aged
>60 years varied in a narrow band, 5 to 7% in most
world regions. It was estimated that 35.6 million people
lived with dementia worldwide in 2010, with numbers
expected to almost double every 20 years, to 65.7 million
in 2030 and 115.4 million in 2050.2 Alzheimer’s disease
is generally considered the most common dementia
subtype, accounting for between 60 and 80% of dementia
cases.3-5
The incidence rate for AD increases exponentially
with age, with the most pronounced increase occurring
through the 7th and 8th decades of life. There is evidence
that in Western society prevalence and increase display a
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cohort effect with later-born individuals having a lower
risk than those born earlier in the past century.6-9
The etiology of AD is multifactorial and involves
genetic and environmental risk factors, such as family
history, APOE-ε4 allele, Down’s syndrome, advanced
age, lower educational level, traumatic brain injury,
cerebrovascular disease, blood pressure, type II diabetes,
body weight, plasma lipid levels, metabolic syndrome,
and smoking.10
However, up to now, the etiology of AD is still not
fully clear; however, inflammation of the cerebral tissues
for sure plays an important role in the insurgence of this
pathology. For these reasons, chronic inflammation in
periodontal disease has been suggested as a potential risk
factor in AD. Initial data demonstrate elevated antibodies
to periodontal disease bacteria in subjects years prior cognitive impairment and suggest that periodontal disease
could potentially contribute to the risk of AD onset/
progression.11 However, a 2016 review highlights that
even if the data suggest a positive association between
periodontitis and dementia, the power of this association
and the presence of relation between them is unknown
due to the heterogeneity of the definition of both diseases,
the methods of the study analyzed, and the variety of the
physiopathological mechanism involved.12 An association between AD and various infectious agents (herpes
simplex 1, Chlamydophila pneumoniae, and Spirochetes) was
also hypothesized.13
The pharmacological treatment of AD is usually
symptomatic. Treatment guidelines for AD state, as
the first line of therapy, acetylcholinesterase inhibitors,
which are effective in delaying cognitive impairment.
In addition, adjunctive medications are used, such as
antioxidants, antidepressives, anxiolytics, hypnotics,
and antipsychotics. Frequently, these medications have
adverse effects that give oral manifestations; the most
effective on oral health is xerostomia.14 Other important
oral manifestations include soft tissue lesions, allergic
reaction, altered taste sensation, gingival hyperplasia,
burning mouth, dental caries, and involuntary oral
movements, in addition to osseous remodeling of the
alveolar bone.
Dental and periodontal infections are common in
AD patients and dentists should focus on this topic for
several reasons: domiciliary oral hygiene is strongly
compromised because learning and attention processes
are seriously injured. Patients could also forget to brush
their teeth because of the loss of memory, a classic sign
of AD.15
In fact, AD patients present a high prevalence of
decayed, missing, and filled teeth (DMFT) and periodontal disease affected around 87.2% of the remaining teeth.
In addition, the patients with more missing teeth are
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older than the ones with a more complete, but unhealthy,
dentition, correlating the incidence of oral diseases with
the progression of AD.15 As the severity of AD increases,
the salivary flow of major salivary glands is reduced.
The aims of this study were to compare the oral health
status in two samples composed respectively, of institutionalized and noninstitutionalized AD patients and to
compare them with a control group of elderly subjects
without dementia. In addition, the correlation between
the stage of dementia and the oral health status of this
population was investigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
One hundred and twenty (83 females, 37 males) AD
patients participated in the study. The main study group
was divided into two subgroups: 60 were institutionalized
in a public elderly institute “Istituto Giovanni XXIII” in
Bologna, Italy; while 60 were not institutionalized and
only attended a daytime recreational center “Amarcord
Cafe/A.S.P, casa Valloni” in Rimini, Italy. The data collection took place from September 2015 to January 2016. The
selection criteria for the study sample were a confirmed
diagnosis of AD and age older than 65 years.
A control group of 103 subjects (60 females and 43
males) was used for comparison with the following inclusion criteria: negative medical history for dementia and
age greater than 65 years.
This study is an observational, cross-sectional comparative study. All participants were native Italian speakers and belonged to an Italian ancestry. Signed informed
consents were obtained from the participants or their legal
guardians. The study was approved by the Sant’OrsolaMalpighi Hospital Research Ethics Committee (Bologna,
Italy) (N. 0019293 in 20/09/2013).

Data Collection
The medical and dental history data were collected from
the medical records of the patients and/or interviewing
the patients and their family members/caregivers. The
following data were registered for each patient: gender,
age, age at diagnosis of AD, severity of dementia according to the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) score, presence
or absence of systemic pathologies, the physical status
according to ASA.
Clinical examination was performed for each patient
by a single experienced operator, with the patient sitting
on a chair (or, when necessary, on a wheelchair) under a
good light source using a dental mirror, a dental explorer,
and a World Health Organization (WHO)-type periodontal probe.
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The following clinical data were registered: dental
chart, DMFT, present caries experience (DF/T index),
which relates the number of carious and filled teeth to the
present natural teeth; in both DMFT and DF/T, crowned
teeth were considered filled teeth; the CPI and the GI of
Silness-Löe were recorded as recommended by the codes
and criteria of the WHO.16
No radiographs were taken. The first author performed the data collection in order to simplify the operational process. Intraexaminer reliability was measured by
examination of a random sample of 30 patients 2 weeks
after the initial examination. Weighted (Fleiss–Cohen)
Kappa statistics were used to confirm the examiner
calibration and to assess intraexaminer reliability: the
percentage of agreement and the Kappa statistic were
97% and 0.95 respectively.

Statistical Analysis
The data were entered in MS Excel and analyzed using
the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version
14.0 statistical software (IBM Corporation, NY, USA).
Descriptive data were calculated with median values,
range, frequencies, and percentages for nonparametric
data (qualitative, categorical, and nominal variables),
while means and standard deviations were used as the
quantitative variables with a normal distribution.
A t-test for independent samples was used to determine differences between the control group and the
total AD group. The same test was used to compare
the institutionalized AD and noninstitutionalized AD
subgroups. The Spearman’s correlation test (r) was
performed for inference of correlations between ordinal
variables. Statistical significance levels for all tests were
set at p < 0.05.

RESULTS
Table 1 shows the characterization of both the control and
AD groups and a t-test showing the differences between
the two groups. The age is displayed as the median values
and range: in the control group the age was 77.68 years
(min: 65, max: 94) in which 58.3% are females and 41.70%
are males. The median age of AD group was 79.1 (min:
65, max: 101) in which 69.2% was females and 30.8% was
males. Male and female subjects were equally distributed
in both AD and control groups (p = 0.436, p = 0.990). The
age of subjects did not differ between the two groups
(p = 0.940).
Medical data are also shown in Table 1. In the control
group, 43 patients (41.70%) did not report systemic diseases, while 60 (58.30%) reported at least one systemic
disease. These percentages were not statistically different
for the AD group in which 71 patients (59.20%) manifested
additional systemic pathologies, while 49 (40.80%) was
negative for systemic illnesses (p = 0.860 and p = 0.841
respectively). A significantly larger percentage of AD
patients (91.7%) were under pharmacological therapy
compared with control subjects (59.2%, p < 0.001). In the
AD group, 58 patients were classified as ASA 1 (56.30%),
40 patients as ASA 2 (38.80%), and 5 as ASA 3 (4.90%).
The physical status of AD patients was more severe in all
three categories (ASA 1, ASA 2, and ASA 3) (p < 0.001).
The percentage of edentulism in AD patients (39.16%)
was not significantly different than in the control group
(31.6%) (p = 0.102).
Epidemiological indices for both control and AD
groups and a t-test showing the differences between the
two groups are reported in Table 2. The values were calculated only for dentate subjects (71 control subjects and
73 AD subjects). Statistically significant differences were

Table 1: Characteristics of the control and AD group
Gender
Age (min; max)
Years since diagnosis (min; max)
Severity of AD

Systemic pathologies
Pharmacologic therapy
ASA classification

Female
Male

Mild
Moderate
Severe
Yes
No
Yes
No
ASA 1
ASA 2
ASA 3

Edentulism
*Data are in percentage; †Data are median in years

Control (n = 103)
58.30*
41.70*
77.68† (65; 94)
NA
NA
NA
NA
58.30*
41.70*
59.20*
40.80*
56.30*
38.80*
4.90*
31.6*
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AD (n = 120)
69.20*
30.80*
79.1† (65; 101)
5.29† (1; 12)
20*
28.30*
51.70*
59.20*
40.80*
91.70*
8.30*
0*
79.20*
20.80*
39.16*

Significance
0.436
0.990
0.940
–
–
–
–
0.860
0.841
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.102
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Table 2: Epidemiological indices in the control and AD groups
Epidemiological
Control (n = 71 AD (n = 73
indices
of 103)
of 120)
Significance
Decayed teeth (D) 1.17 ± 0.93*
1.53 ± 0.73* 0.005
Filled teeth (F)
1.66 ± 0.49*
0.64 ± 0.32* <0.001
Remaining natural 12.41 ± 5.21*
9.15 ± 4.82* <0.001
teeth (T)
DF/T†
0.80 ± 0.70*
0.20 ± 0.15* <0.001
CPI
1.83 ± 0.06*
2.15 ± 0.74* <0.001
GI
1.58 ± 0.79*
2.47 ± 0.68* <0.001
*Data are mean ± standard deviation; †Decayed and filled teeth/
remaining natural teeth ratio

detected between control and AD groups: most variables
presented statistically higher values in the study group,
in particular D teeth, CPI, and GI (p = 0.005, p < 0.001, and
p < 0.001 respectively). The mean number of F teeth and
remaining T teeth and the DF/T ratio were significantly
lower in AD patients compared with the control group
(p < 0.001). Mean values and standard deviations of the
indices used in the study are displayed in Table 2.
Table 3 shows a description of AD subgroups (institutionalized and noninstitutionalized) and a t-test is
used for comparison. Each subgroup is composed of 60
subjects. Institutionalized patients’ median age was 80.34
years (min: 65, max: 101) and was not significantly different than age in noninstitutionalized patients (p = 0.745).
This group comprised 47 females (78.33%) and 13 males
(21.67%). The noninstitutionalized subgroup’s median
age was 77.93 years (min: 66, max: 92) and included 37
females (61.66%) and 23 males (38.34%). Gender was
equally distributed between the two subgroups (p =
0.725, p = 0.973). The average since the diagnosis of
AD in institutionalized patients was 5.93 years (min: 2,
max: 12), which is not significantly different from the

noninstitutionalized subgroup (p = 0.659). The severity
of AD was mild in 1.7% of the institutionalized subgroup
and statistically lower than the percentage (38.40%) of
noninstitutionalized patients with a mild AD diagnosis
(p < 0.001); a statistically greater number of moderate AD
patients was present in the institutionalized subgroup
(38.4%, p < 0.001). Similarly, the percentage of severe cases
of AD was significantly higher in the institutionalized subgroup (76.67%, p < 0.001). The institutionalized subgroup
was significantly more affected by additional systemic
pathologies (p < 0.001) and all the subjects were under
pharmacological therapy (100%). However, the percentage of noninstitutionalized patients assuming pharmacologic therapy was not significantly different (85%, p =
0.277). Ninety percent of noninstitutionalized AD patients
were classified as ASA 2, which is significantly higher
than ASA 2 in the institutionalized subgroup (p < 0.001).
A significantly higher percentage of institutionalized AD
patients were classified as ASA 3 (35%, p < 0.001). The
percentage of edentulous patients is significantly higher
(55%, p < 0.001) in the institutionalized subgroup.
Epidemiological indices for both the institutionalized
and noninstitutionalized subgroups are shown in Table 4.
The mean number of D teeth was not significantly different between the two subgroups (p = 0.145). The average
number of F teeth is greater in noninstitutionalized AD
patients (p < 0.001). The average number of remaining T
teeth is greater in noninstitutionalized patients; however,
it is not statistically significant (p = 0.077). On the contrary, the mean DF/T ratio, the CPI, and the GI were
significantly higher in the institutionalized AD subgroup
(p < 0.001, p = 0.024, and p < 0.001 respectively).
Table 5 shows the Spearman’s correlation coefficient
(r) between oral health status of AD patients and AD

Table 3: Characteristics of AD subgroups

Gender
Age (min; max)
Years from diagnosis (min; max)
Severity of AD

Systemic pathologies
Pharmacologic therapy
ASA classification

Female
Male

Mild
Moderate
Severe
Yes
No
Yes
No
ASA 1
ASA 2
ASA 3

Edentulism
*Data are percentage; †Data are median in years
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AD (n = 120)
Institutionalized (n = 60)
Noninstitutionalized (n = 60)
78.33*
61.66*
21.67*
38.34*
77.90† (66; 92)
80.34† (65; 101)
4.65† (1;10)
5.93† (2;12)
1.70*
38.40*
18.30*
38.40*
80.00*
23.20*
76.67*
56.67*
23.34*
43.33*
100*
85.00*
0*
15.00*
0*
0*
65.00*
90.00*
35.00*
10.00*
55*
23.33*

Significance
0.725
0.973
0.745
0.659
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.277
0.310
0.409
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
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Table 4: Epidemiological indices in the AD subgroups
Institutionalized AD
Noninstitutionalized
Epidemiological indices
(n = 27 of 60)
AD (n = 46 of 60)
Decayed teeth (D)
1.61 ± 0.51*
1.45 ± 0.46*
Filled teeth (F)
0.46 ± 0.15*
0.88 ± 0.51*
Remaining natural teeth (T)
8.98 ± 5.58*
12.41 ± 5.59*
0.30 ± 0.15*
0.16 ± 0.08*
DF/T†
CPI
2.33 ± 0.91*
1.97 ± 0.82*
GI
2.70 ± 0.66*
2.23 ± 0.70*
*Data are mean ± standard deviation; †Decayed and filled teeth/remaining natural teeth ratio

Significance
0.145
<0.001
0.077
<0.001
0.024
<0.001

Table 5: Correlation between oral health status and AD severity
Correlation coefficient (r)
(two-tailed) n = 120
AD severity
D
F
T
DF/T
CPI
GI
*Significant at a p-value ≤ 0.05

AD severity
1.000
–0.121
–0.350*
–0.372*
–0.247*
–0.270*
–0.192*

D
–0.121
1.000
0.447*
0.536*
0.497*
0.541*
0.520*

F
–0.350*
0.447*
1.000
0.576*
0.228*
0.336*
0.245*

severity. The results show a significant, however weak,
negative correlation of the different indices used in the
study and the severity of AD. The values of r ranged from
–0.121 to –0.372.

DISCUSSION
The results of this study revealed that AD patients present
a higher prevalence of oral pathology compared with
healthy subjects. Our data are in line with the results of
other groups of AD patients coming from different geographical areas. The indices used in this study (DMFT,
CPI, GI) indicated significantly high values of caries and
periodontal disease, comparable with those observed in
epidemiological surveys on populations suffering from
senile dementia.15,17,18 The high prevalence of carious
lesions in this particular population is linked to several
factors: drug-induced xerostomia, patients’ inability in
performing proper oral hygiene, and dependence on
caregivers.14
A high prevalence of tooth loss, related to the severity
of the pathology, was a major finding in our study. This
could be explained by the high values of periodontal
indices (CPI and GI) and prevalence of carious lesions
affecting AD patients, in agreement with the findings
from multiple studies on oral health of patients with
AD.15,17,18
The obtained results indicate how the indices of
caries and periodontal disease are related to the degree
of severity of AD. Probably, the severity of the disease is
positively correlated with poor oral health conditions and
this could change the oral health status. These findings

T
–0.372*
0.536*
0.576*
1.000
0.340*
0.679*
0.633*

DF/T
–0.247*
0.497*
0.228*
0.340*
1.000
0.370*
0.400*

CPI
–0.270*
0.541*
0.336*
0.679*
0.370*
1.000
0.886*

GI
–0.192*
0.520*
0.245*
0.633*
0.400*
0.886*
1.000

were not reported in a study conducted on 50 patients
with AD that reports the absence of statistically significant relationships between AD severity and oral health
status.19 These findings could be related to a small sample
group, a lack of distinction between the severity of the
disease, and poorer oral health conditions of the patients.
The data suggest that patients in institutions are more
prone to tooth decay but are less frequently subjected to
dental conservative therapy compared with those of noninstitutionalized (i.e., aging at home). The average number
of remaining teeth is significantly lower in the institutionalized group when compared with noninstitutionalized AD
patients and the percentage of totally edentulous patients
is doubled in the institutionalized group. These findings
reflect the higher severity of AD in the institutionalized
group that is likely responsible for a worsening of the oral
health status and a tendency toward tooth extractions in
this compromised population, which usually presents
challenges during dental chair side management.
The preservation of a functional stomatognathic
system is an important goal in the management of patients
in general, and AD patients in particular, to maintain
functions, such as chewing, speech, and esthetics in order
to improve the quality of life of patients. A multidisciplinary team and multiple figures are usually necessary
for implementation of specific preventive and treatment
strategies in AD patients: the family of the patient and/
or caregivers, in addition to the treating physicians and
the dentist. As the severity of the disease increases, AD
patients become more compromised both medically and
dentally; this is worsened by cognitive impairments and
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lack of cooperation. From a dental standpoint, the oral
hygiene maneuvers become difficult to be performed by
the patients alone and usually they become dependent
on a family member and/or caregiver.
Alzheimer’s disease patients require specific management due to their poor cooperation. Oral hygiene
maneuvers performed by nurses and caregivers may be
perceived as a threat by patients with dementia.20 The
frequency of episodes of noncooperation behavior during
dental treatment in AD patients is directly related to the
severity of dementia and to a higher rates of CPI and GI.21
The decline of cognitive function in patients with AD
was associated with a marked decrease of personal and
oral health care and an increase of denture stomatitis.22
Underdiagnosis and underestimation of pain, although
equally perceived, is a common finding in dementia
patients.23,24
The noneffective management of oral health care
from the staff and caregivers may be attributable to high
workloads, “difficult” patients, and lack of information
and education on oral hygiene techniques. Appropriate
educational programs and customized guidelines for
family members and/or caregivers of AD patients are
strongly encouraged. Detailed questionnaires regarding
the basic oral health information may be administered
to family members and/or caregivers in order to plan
tailored educational programs. The British Society of
Gerodontology presented guidelines that aimed at
guiding health professionals, caregivers, and family
members of patients with dementia. However, there are
currently no specific guidelines for patients with AD.25
Moreover, professional oral health controls and hygiene
protocols could be programmed, excluding intervention
in general anesthesia and sedation due to their neural
toxicity.26,27
Investigation of the subjective oral health care needs
in the elderly population may be implemented to personalize professional efforts for the needs of the patients.
Similarly to what we implemented in our study, oral
health status was historically assessed by epidemiological surveys using clinical indicators. Specific measures of
oral health-related quality of life are also widely used.28
A useful tool to predict the need for oral examination at
an individual level in elderly individuals is the Geriatric
Oral Health Assessment Index.29 Further studies that
assess the subjective and objective quality of life of AD
patients are strongly encouraged.

CONCLUSION
• All indicators of oral pathology evaluated were significantly higher in the group of patients with AD
compared with the control group.
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• Institutionalized AD subjects presented an inferior
number of natural teeth compared with the noninstitutionalized subgroup.
• The severity of AD has a negative effect on the oral
health status, and the type of institutionalization
further exacerbates it.
• Further research is needed to investigate oral health
care interventions needed in patients with AD.
• It would be beneficial to introduce trained professional
figures in specialized elderly institutions (e.g., dentist
and dental hygienist) for regular follow-up visits and
periodic professional oral hygiene procedures in addition to oral diagnosis and treatment. This task has to
be in coordination with the treating physician, family
members, and/or caregivers.

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE
Once the diagnosis of AD or dementia is set, the patient’s
oral health status must be evaluated. In fact, it must be
considered that it will worsen due to their cognitive and
manual ability reduction. For this reason, oral hygiene
protocol should be started, in order to preserve the
functional ability of the patients. In particular, this is
mandatory for institutionalized patients who present a
higher severity of the disease. Their caregivers should
be trained on oral health care or an oral hygienist should
assist them in order to prevent a rapid worsening of the
patient’s oral functions until the end.
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